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◆Title RPG Maker MV. RPG Maker VX is the first RPG Maker game developed specifically for mobile. ◆
Producer XIMAMAMA The development team has been established around RPG Maker MV since the
program was released in March 2016. Of the three people who originally developed the program in the
1.0 version, we have all been together in the same place for two years. We are the ones who designed
the various menus, created the user interface, and developed the software. From the RPG Maker MV 1.0
release, Ximamama began working directly with the developers of the Editor and VX. Of the three
original developers, two are now primarily working on the editor, while one has been working on the MVP
(Lite) version and has contributed to making the Editor and VX. We have also had frequent meetings
with the public at event websites (RPG Site, RPG Bazaar) over the past two years. By becoming a
participating developer in the RPG Maker VX team, we are working on managing the VX team to ensure
that the development path for the one year anniversary of the title is well balanced with the balance of
the RPG Maker MV release. ◆ Platform iOS (iPhone, iPad) Android (iPhone, Samsung, Huawei) ◆ Testing
Period The game is in beta testing at the moment. We welcome the news that some members of the
community have been able to play the game. However, we ask that you please only play the game
under the following conditions. ◆Acceptance Criteria ■ The game is only playable with the xAs editor,
VX-3, or the Battle Test build. ■ The game is playable only on a Wi-Fi network. ■ You must be 17 years
old or older. ■ Responses to and feedback on the game are only accepted within the RPG Maker
Facebook page. ■ We can use all responses and feedback to adjust and enhance the game based on
your suggestions. ◆ If you would like to know how to download the testing version of the game, please
refer to the instructions on the RPG Maker Facebook page. ◆ For more information, please refer to the
following. ▪RPG Maker MV website.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Battles against 40 enemy monsters. ★Stronger monsters, and when catching the eye of an enemy, an
epic rise of stats! ★You can defeat enemies with valuable scrolls that you’ll obtain.
Hundreds of items. ★Rae slowness, physical resistance, and acute senses provide a variety of combat
advantages for you in the battlefield. ★Item Incan that add NEW elements!
Unlock weapons and armor that allow you to enjoy every field of battle in depth. ★Incredible rates of
strength and expertise are obtained by using blessed weapons and armor, and even gods’ weapons such
as the holy swords of the gods!
Magic and music to play for each class. ★Play spells and enjoy the music of STR extension and ease
attacks by using magic and melodies!
Become a fast weapon inspector! ★Item inspection speed of 60s and 160s!! ★Quick inspection to avoid
expiring items and be in a friendly condition with your friends and companions.

If you want to enjoy the fantasy action RPG “The Elden Ring” excitedly on your own account, “The
Elden Ring” is available for PS Store for WipEout Omega Collection now!!

Note: “WIPEOUT OMEGA COLLECTION” DLC on PlayStation Store
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• Standard version (including all DLCs) is priced at 800 yen for the Limited Edition, and can be purchased during
the download period starting from now. • Regular and Collector’s Editions are priced at 1,200 yen each, and
they are regularly offered.
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